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Yeni Hammam: History in Graffiti

Catalogue of images found in plaster layers in an Ottoman bathhouse in Plovdiv

Historical Overview

Yeni Hammam is a XVII centrury Ottoman

bath, located in the centre of Plovdiv, Bulgaria

and is a monument of culture of local

importance. It is one of the last two preserved

Ottoman baths in the town. It functioned as a

bath until 1990's. After a devastating fire in

2016, the building has been abandoned and

heavily deteriorated, yet the fire revealed

several layers of plaster and previously

unknown decorations.

Methodology

arch. Nina Toleva-Nowak, UACEG, ntoleva@gmail.com
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Results: periods by mural layers

Murals with birds XVIII century High Revival - up to 1928 Modern times 1928 - 1945
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Conclusion:

The author explores the history of the building by

creating a complete catalogue (Fig. 2) of all the

medieval graffiti and the murals from the Revival

period, revealed in the plaster layers (Fig. 3), and

thus puts the monument in national and

international context referring not only to the

eastern ottoman bath tradition and construction,

but also to the western decorative practices.

Fig. 1: Reconstruction of the exterior and the dome of the hammam and mapping the parasitic greenery growing onto

the edifice

Fig. 2: plan of the hammam and mapping the graffiti and the

murals

Fig. 3: mapping the grafiitti onto the walls and

tracing the pigment spots

First period: End of XVII - beginning of XVIII century

The study of the hammam revealed the rich and full of twists

history of the building (an immovable cultural heritage of local

significance). Placed in a Balkan and European context, it

does not lose its value, on the contrary - it is a witness to a

unique amalgam of Eastern architectural and urban influences

and Western European techniques of monumental synthesis

of arts. The evolution of the decoration in the most

representative room (the dressing room), and the multiple

layers with their specifics (graffiti drawings, stylized images of

birds, traditional Revival decorations, techniques of applying

patterns with a roller, etc.) prove that with such buildings

there is a need for a strict research methodology so that each

monument is examined in the necessary depth and context, in

order to prevent the loss of valuable information. The author is

currently working on a reconstruction of the decoration, which

will be presented in the future. You can read more and explore

the graffiti on the QR-code link:
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